I am just writing this as a quick notice so that people do not forget in regards to this.

The only reason we are 'celebrating' 2017, and not 52017 or some other year, is because the Calendar, after the systematic wiping out of our Pagan Ancestors, has been reset in an attempt to give legitimacy to the lie of the Jews.

Now, this 2017 only exists in contrast to that. We are more likely in year 52017, or whatever else Humanity has decided to count based on its beginnings. The original counting has been lost. However, that calendar is lost and we no longer follow it. On its own, the '2017' means nothing. If the Abrahamic History behind it is wiped out, it will belong to us. Also, the phony 'After Krayst' and 'Before Krayst' can be wiped out, which when our side gains power will obliterate completely, as this is inaccurate and useless. Calendars are always a point of interpretation and change. Many people today are keeping old calendars, many civilizations had their own, etc. etc.

However, the real Satanic year starts on March 21st as a Forum Member stated. This is the start of birth and spring, so it makes complete natural sense. The Jews themselves are counting in a 6000-year old, reverse calendar, that is a 'time bomb' for the Torah, which is said to 'materialize' the Torah in the physical realm once completed. They literally believe that when this 'clock' is over, the Torah will have materialized. With the 2800 Gentile Human cattle for all Jews, and Rabbi Jesusus killing and murdering all opposition, the Jews living in paradise, etc.

I just mention this so that you can see how deep in the darkness this world is, that even the dates are fake. As far as months and hours are concerned, these are based on the planets and cannot change. But the year part has been covered up. It is true that this system is not entirely correct, but the root is in Babylon, and not in Jewish tradition. The Babylonians and the Far Eastern came up with the time.

Another example is that the day does NOT change on 12o'clock. It changes every morning around 7:20 (depends). That means every day until 7:00 AM approximately, it’s still the previous day. This is called a Planetary day.
Sunday is the first day of the week, and not Monday. Monday is a ripoff. Sunday is the first date, and all these dates are stolen. The enemy keeps masses on Sundays (the christian sheep who charge the hoax with soul energy), while the Jews exploit the witches Sabbath, which is their stolen "Shabbat", to cast powerful curses, hexes, and mass spells to blind the populace.

The monks of xtiannity also start the litany at 4 AM Saturday, all the way into the morning of Sunday, the hour of the Sun, and then they stop. They also do hardcore anal homosexual banging in the Christian monasteries, that is a fact, to 'initiate' the new jews that get there. And then in the morning write big ode's about how Homosexuality is the giant problem. But they do this for reasons of occult (rare) and, more formally, because they are just sick and they like raping young teenagers who go to find the 'love of Jesus'. Also, they rape the nuns as well. Because why not, they are jews. Other things also include forcing sadomasochistically the nuns to pray for over 12 hours, on spikes and other rough surfaces. If they fail, they beat them senseless. Pedophilia is also rampant as some sort of twisted game of dominance with minors, and also, they have sex with beasts as well.

They are literally running a lot of business that most people wouldn't even imagine, including international whoredom, drugs, and many other things. I have recently found a book about the best monastery of "Orthodox Xianity" (it's a thing in Russia and the Balkans), and a worker there writes in regards to how people would take their young children to be raped by the jewish 'clergy' so that they later gave them 'blessings' to them as parents. The children were told to shut up and take it- Mind you, by their own christian parents. Because who gives a fuck for your cattle children if a jew says they are a chosenite that can rape your child and 'read a prayer' for you. Sorry for the graphics, but these things actually happen and all Satanists need to be aware in regards to what living excrement we are fighting.

If there was any 'creator of the universe' that was 'Just', he is definitely on our side, so don't give one fuck. Unfortunately, we are dealing with a non-sentiment force called 'god' or 'vril' or 'movement' (you name it) that doesn't have any reasoning to stop any of this. But the real God, whose Name is Satan, is on our side and we will SPIRITUALLY destroy these criminal enterprises.

Also, the ritualistic things they do 'deeply' in Christianity, are total Rabbinism. There is no difference whatsoever, but in title. When one goes to be 'initiated', they have to completely and eternally forget their family. A lot of people also give
these places their full wealth, and they disappear forever. They are in the family of jews now, and as the bible says, you have to destroy your family to find "Jesus". Russian Orthodox and Serbian or Balkan living people who are 'Orthodox' will know. These people are hardcore and cutthroat. They literally pray for Israel 24/7, and they can easily kill humans for it. The whole 'love and kisses, god of love' is for the stupid and retarded public that doesn't know shit in regards to what is going on.

Of course, we have the magick scapegoat, Satan and Azazel, or any other Demon to blame these acts on. Yes, it was Satan. Must have been. As LaVey stated along the lines, who has kept the church in business but the hoax that Satan does all the evils and perils? While these jesus praying, jhvh loving, jew worshipping, scat, are just doing what's in the bible, bible reading, bible delving 24/7, worshipping the book of jews. They are literally their 'god' incarnate. This is why they engage in this behavior. Of course, most people when they get to know about this gruesome reality, naturally become atheists. One can easily figure out why.

Where is the 'all powerful' to actually stop them? But well, that's a lie for the Goyim, as even their supposed 'all powerful' is actually endorsing all these acts, in his own holy book, in answers to prayers, in 'divination' and in 'divine prophecy' that stems forth from these jewish, criminally demented brains. In fact, their 'jhvh' and 'jesus' are right at their side when they commit all of that. Who as we know have to do with spiteful, human hating aliens. Because this is what xianity is about, same as living blood sacrifice. This is why Weishaupt and the late Freemasons openly admit they are praying to Jewsus, JHVH, and Hawly Mary the dumb. Because they are ONE team. This is why you see all the archbishops, and rapists sitting on the same table and dining. It’s all about destroying humanity and profiting.

Now, as to the parlor tricks they do. Both these days are important for their own reasons. The "Sabbat" is important for materializing workings, and destruction workings as well, everything having to do with lower adobes and the physical. Sunday is more sunny, beautiful and positive, and kingly. They combine these for nefarious rituals, from sadomasochism, to gaining wealth.

Aside this of course, the jews in accordance to their flat earth, 6000 year old Earth hoax (Notice the 6 billion shekel number of holohoaxed lampshades ties into that), have also bastardized history to make it seem shorter, and like everything magically began aside with the jews or Pissrael, this alien tribe. Archeological findings are put to confront in this hoax timeline of theirs. Just go
check history books and laugh, on how the oldest civilizations supposedly (in all mainstream sources) end at like 3000 BC. Which is just a huge joke to anyone with a decent mind. They try to rabbi it out as that it's only recorded history, but they have destroyed much of it, and also, why should it conform to this timeline?

Because fucking Torah and jews own the planet, that's why. There is no scientific or other reason why. Even archeologists are taught and coerced to see INSIDE this timeline, and it's either-or for civilized history. Otherwise, they are left jobless. Another person from the groups also told me and I believe them completely, that Archeologists are forced to destroy evidence of prior civilization of humans that was advanced before this timeline. Or make it conform to the 'mainstream'. It makes sense as to (((Why))).

So as to inform, we are following the formality, as it means nothing to us, and also this is the current counting system in the world right now. On its own, it doesn't really mean anything. The changing of ages becomes relevant. In the same way the number 6 is not inherently evil, but it has been used in the enemy hoax, the calendar goes the same way. The jews also share English and all other languages. They also share the air we breathe. Should we wipe ourselves out? Just know the Truth and don't let them spread their ignorant pesticide.

Also, celebrations are for Satanists and these are based on the natural cycles. Which the enemy has, of course, only kept for themselves. How many people out there know about Halloween or Samhain and all these really are? This is to remind you of the level of darkness the enemy has people out there. They literally believed something giant changed yesterday except of their calendar.

In any way, wishes and celebrations are not bad, so indulge, and rejoice in the fact of your knowledge by upholding it and applying it.
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